


Showcasing Hong Kong Design Excellence

Targeting mature overseas markets, the HONG KONG 
GALLERIA is an international promotional campaign 
organised by the Hong Kong Trade Development Council 
(HKTDC) to showcase the city’s leading creative brands and 
quality designs in the gifts and houseware industries. 





The collection is contemporary, yet practical and for 
those who value a comfortable and modern living. 
Quality is a major focus for Feltiamo as the products 
maintain their original shape and resist deformation 
without sudden breakage in daily use.
 
Each design is timeless, classic and simple, but still 
recognises the smallest details. Drawing inspiration 
from nature itself, Feltiamo expresses a beauty through 
soft shapes, a combination of bold and 
tranquil colours, and the utmost functionality with every 
stitch or forming process.

Feltiamo offers a unique range of high-quality home 
products and personal accessories made from 
sustainable eco-felt. The soft and �uffy texture was 
the inspiration for reimagining how everyday objects 
can be infused with a modern sense of elegance and 
style. We certainly enjoyed discovering new sides 
of familiar products and observing how they can 
transform a space.
 





Leona stands for. We are a young brand, and we 
aim to grow our brand name by holding ourselves 
and our products to the highest industry standards. 

Our products are meant to be original, fun, 
sophisticated yet practical for day-to-day usage. Our 
products also tell stories from the past and connect our 
customers to the deep Oriental heritage. Apart from 
our signature series, we also have products designed 
based on seasonal themes and personalised for 
special occasions. At By Leona, we are committed 
to producing the best quality products as well as 
promoting arts and lifestyle.

Inspired by the love of ancient Oriental art and culture, 
By Leona Signature Series are excellent showcases 
of artistically merging traditional Oriental culture and 
elements from products and art forms in the past with 
innovative design and new technology. The principal 
inspiration stems from the designer’s strong passion in 
traditional arts in Japan, China and India, etc.

By Leona is a lifestyle brand founded locally in Hong 
Kong which focuses on the production of high quality 
porcelain, bone china and mixed media products 
in its early stage. High product quality and unique 
signature Oriental themes are at the heart of what By 





and space saving design.  Also available for custom 
prints.  For a unique and memorable corporate gift.  
In 2014, Fozzils launched its line of products for 
the home with uniquely useful products that are 
space saving, convenient and fun.

At Fozzils, we make innovative, space saving products 
for the indoor and outdoor life. Simple, practical and 
fun.  Fozzils was founded in 2008 with a Line of 
lightweight, fold �at tableware for mountaineering.  
The Solo Pack (cup, bowl and dish) remains the best 
choice for outdoor enthusiasts looking for lightweight 





HYbrid innovation, function, patent and material into 
one color gadget for smart living & travel.

Product features: Chic color & �nishing ∙ Multi-func-
tional ∙ Exquisite & portable
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JNC is a brand originated in Hong Kong with global 
exposure. It is active player for more than 20 years 
having increasing focus on fashionable, smart and 
chic design with the overall direction of smart living. 
JNC introduced world’s 1st  nano steam iron combo 
(nano combo). Featuring tiny nano steam, it is the 
fastest, smallest and most professional steamer and 
iron combo. Smooths wrinkles, cleans and protects 
fabrics in minutes. Its high-temp nano steam penetrates 
deep into the �bres to eliminate bacteria and odor.

100 Enterprises International Group Company Limited,  
a private company registered in Hong Kong, is the 
Sole Global Representative Of�ce of YASHICA and 
JNC brand.
 
YASHICA, camera brand since 1949 with worldwide 
appreciation, created world’s 1st digiFilm system 
and the unprecedented camera Y35. digiFilm 
camera Y35 recaptures the joy and meaning 
of photography with the magic and ease of 
digiFilm system. digiFilm makes you masterpiece at 
your �ngertips.
 





adopt less fossil fuel-based and lead-free material; 
moreover, our products are made and packaged with 
sustainable materials under our solar powered factory.

Welcome to the future of Plastics. Product with 
biodegradability and no micro-plastic issues. We 
encourage people to use earth friendly products which 





Lexington designs and manufactures silicone ECO 
lifestyle products with our house brands Lexngo/ 
Lexnfant / LexLiving and exports to Asia, China, 
Europe, Australia, US and Canada. We partner with 
internationally renowned designers and also work 
with Hong Kong designers to develop innovative and 
marketable niche products.

Lexington Limited was founded in 1989.

With more than 20 years of experience, we are 
specialists in contemporary product innovation. We 
are committed to provide stylish and unique designs 
to suit your lifestyle and home. 





Be founded in 2013, Mooyee’s products are 
based on traditional technology, while breaking 
through the old thinking limitations and striving to be 
creative with no bounds.





- the candle �ame and the coloured brew inside the 
teapot glow spectacularly. A holder is provided with 
each candle or teapot (included) as the light source. 
Alternatively, you can place the candle or teapot on 
the stage of REVOLAMP and enjoy the splendour as 
the object basks in changing coloured lights while it 
rotates gracefully around. In addition, we have also 
created a beautiful crystal bowl that can be used 
to keep small pieces of jewellery or scented oils (for 
aromatherapy). Again, this will glow splendidly when 
placed on REVOLAMP. 

IgGENE introduces a new kind of table lamp (called 
REVOLAMP) that can function as a traditional lamp for 
indoor lighting, or as display unit to showcase objects 
of beauty, or as a device for aromatherapy. It has a 
glass lampshade (two different shapes), a lamp base 
containing a 3V motor and LED lighting system, and 
a revolving stage (two sizes). Battery-operated or AC 
supply. Elegantly designed. Safe and patented.

We have also designed unique crystal sculptures of 
a candle and a teapot. When lit by LED lighting at 
the base, these beautiful life-like sculptures come alive 





Samily, found in 2015, takes simplicity, thoughtfulness 
and practicality as design philosophy; and it focuses 
on design, develop and manufacturing of a range of 
household and kitchen supplies.





bags for urban cycling, travel and outdoor range. 
WEMUG merges with our life experience, endowing 
each journey with a unique identity.

WEMUG is originated from the idea of bringing 
outdoor and portable lifestyle products to customers, it 
highly emphasizes imagination of a city. We extended 
our vision of the �ne and trendy minimal concept to 




